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Siksika Health Leads with Treatment
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A relatively new treatment to fight severe COVID-19
outcomes is being utilized on Siksika Nation.
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Siksika Nation Chief and Council Community Update: January 2022
SIKSIKA WINTER POWWOW – JAN 1 & 2, 2022 – POSTPONED
The Siksika Winter Pow Wow scheduled for January 1 & 2, 2022 has been postponed. Chief and Council and the Pow Wow Committee made
the decision today to postpone the upcoming event due to the increase of COVID-19 cases in Siksika. The powwow will proceed at a future
date when it is safe to do so.
January 11, 2022 - Siksika Nation Updates COVID-19 Risk Level from Yellow to Red
At the Special Called Council Meeting of Siksika Nation Chief and Council, held on January 11, 2022, the following motion was made:
A MOTION was MADE and SECONDED to accept Siksika Health Services’ recommendation to move Siksika’s COVID-19 risk level from a yellow to a red risk level, effective January 14, 2022. The COVID-19 risk level will be reassessed on January 28, 2022 by Siksika Health Services’
CDC team.
For more information, stay tuned to Siksika Health Services’ official communications channels, including web at www.siksikahealth.com and
www.siksikahealth.com/covid, Facebook @SHWCSiksika, Instagram @siksikahealth, and monthly newsletter (print).
Siksika Nation Chief and Council is committed to keeping Nation members and employees safe; we ask for your patience and understanding at
this time as it may impact programs and services. (See original post on SiksikaNation.com)
January 18, 2022 - Siksika Nation Chief and Council Tribute to Tsuut’ina Nation Councillor Stanley Jr. Big Plume
The Office of Siksika Nation Chief and Council, staff and members of Siksika Nation offer our sincere condolences and pay tribute to an extraordinary individual, Tsuut’ina Nation Councillor Stanley Jr. Big Plume (McMaster) – also known as Saahsi saako’maapi in Siksika and Dzazi Chu
in Tsuut’ina.
Councillor Big Plume was a member of Tsuut’ina Nation with deep roots in Siksika. He was the son of Stanley McMaster, grandson of the late
Anne McMaster with many relatives and friends from Siksika. Councillor Big Plume was also an esteemed colleague who comes from a long
line of respected Chiefs from Siksika. Stanley played an integral role with recreation and sports in Siksika and worked closely with our youth. He
will be forever remembered for his role as a family man, friend, respected leader, mentor and coach.

Councillor Big Plume served on the Tsuut’ina Nation Chief and Council for many years and supported various initiatives including
Language and Culture, Recreation, and the Youth Program in Tsuut’ina. Prior to his career in politics, Stanley was employed with
the Tsuut’ina Recreation Department and volunteered much of his time coaching numerous sporting teams. He also served on the
Alberta Hockey Board as Vice President and was a dedicated volunteer to numerous community events throughout his life.
We offer our sincere condolences to the family of Councillor Big Plume including his wife Sharlene, son Traejan, daughter Latesha,
parents and extended family from Tsuut’ina Nation, Siksika Nation and the Blackfoot Confederacy. His legacy of caring for others
and the environment in which they lived will hopefully be followed by all of us.
Sincerely,
Siksika Nation Chief and Council
Community Relations Taskforce Update
Chair: Councillor Black Rabbit
Marketing and Branding for Siksika Nation
Siksika Nation has chosen Chatterson to put Siksika Nation on the map and drive capital investment to Siksika Nation. Chatterson
specializes in branding and digital marketing solutions for those who desire greatness.
An RFP was posted, and also sent out to top agencies throughout Canada. After the closing date, each company was reviewed
carefully by the community task force. Later, the finalist was reviewed again to ensure only the best company would move forward
to support Siksika Nation. We encourage you to visit Chatterson, and learn more at https://chattersondrive.com .
They are responsible for the following:
• Creating a unique and all-encompassing Siksika Nation Brand, built upon the history and
culture of the community, potential opportunities, and the experience of the First Nations people.
• Creating a successful marketing campaign designed to highlight Siksika’s unique identity
and the rich opportunities available therein.
• Creating a successful online presence attractive to potential capital investment opportunities and partnerships.
• Creating catchy and recognizable imagery and slogans that convey what Siksika represents.
• Identify key target audiences/clients/customers.
Visit www.siksikanation.com for the latest council news, updates and Internet broadcasts of CFXX 104.7 fm “The Nation Station”
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• Creating a clear message about, ’who Siksika is’, and what Siksika is committed to.
• Creating a consistent message with concise language.
• Creating a comprehensive reporting method to track success.
• To assist in the implementation of the plans’ objectives.
Calgary Zoo and Siksika Nation will sign a Memorandum of Understanding
Calgary Zoo and Siksika Nation have been working together to build a long-term shared relationship, the inception of a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) is the start of many positive things to come. This MOU will be signed on February 22nd, 2022 by Chief Ouray
Crowfoot.
Subsequently, Calgary Zoo will start updating their signages to include Blackfoot names for each plant and animal to honor Blackfoot
Confederacy Traditional Territory and Treaty 7. This shared experience will foster Blackfoot and will educate all domestic and international
visitors as they enjoy the Calgary Zoo experience.
Impact:
• Siksika will support Calgary Zoo and their management on the history of the Blackfoot
including the legacy of residential schools, treaties and rights, intercultural competency,
human rights, and anti-racism to promote understanding and mutual respect.
• Calgary Zoo will provide Siksika members with access to Calgary Zoo jobs, training, and
education opportunities on the traditional lands of the Blackfoot Confederacy.
• Lastly, build a respectful relationship among Calgary Zoo and Siksika Nation in the areas
of shared interest.
Town of Strathmore
Chief and Council presented the Town of Strathmore with a Siksika Nation flag, a step forward to a brighter future for us and our children.
Meaningful Futures Program Intern Charmayne Black placed with Chief and Council
Oki, my name is Charmayne Black. My parents are Raylene Healy (Medicine Shield) and the late Calona Black. My maternal grandparents are the late Joe Medicine Shield and Geraldine Medicine Shield (Axe) and my paternal grandparents are the late Nelson Black and
Miranda Black (Wolf Ear). I have seven brothers and sisters from a blended family. My son Lyman is 12-years-old and loves to play hockey with the Siksika’s U13. In my early childhood, I was raised on the east side of Siksika near Little Washington. We moved to Gleichen
and I went to high school in Calgary when we moved in 2001 with my mom and step father Wade Healy. I currently live in Suzy Slough in
my own home.
I have held several jobs over the last few years from cashier to receptionist, and I am discovering that I love challenging myself with things
that truly interest me. Recently I was employed with Siksika Media as an office administrator. In my short time working there I discovered
a growing interest in media communications. Now as a participant in the ‘Meaningful Futures Program’ provided by Siksika Employment &
Training, I chose Chief & Council communications as my work experience because I am looking forward to learning more about photography, writing, videography, and just about anything to do with communications. My step dad has experience in this field as well so I believe
that I can always go to him for advice. I want to return to school to upgrade and eventually earn a bachelor of communications.
Public Safety Taskforce Update:
Chair: Councillor Carlin Black Rabbit
Community Engagement Policing Business Case Questionnaire – EXTENDED DEADLINE
“Your inputs matters to Siksika Nation.”
Siksika Nation is developing a business case for a “Police Service for the Nation.” Your input is valuable to this process as we begin this
journey for Siksika Nation. Siksika Nation members are invited to share their ideas on this proposed service by completing a short questionnaire.
The questionnaire can be completed one of three ways:
1. Member(s) can fill it out online here.
2. Member(s) can fill it out in-person at the Administration building. Contact Ola Koleoso.
3. Member(s) can download a copy below or request by email. Send completed copy to
Olak@siksikanation.com
Extended Deadline: April 30th, 2022 at 4 pm
For more information contact Siksika Nation Chief and Council Liaison Ola Koleoso at Olak@siksikanation.com
FILL OUT QUESTIONNAIRE ONLINE HERE: https://siksikanation.com/community-engagement- policing-business-case/
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Please visit the official website of Siksika Nation at https://siksikanation.com for all Siksika Nation news
including Chief and Council, Administration, Related Bodies, Business and community. You can also follow Siksika Nation Administration
on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn for regular updates.
Siksika Nation Chief and Council
Address: P.O. Box 1100 Siksika, AB T0J 3W0 Phone: (403) 734 5109
Toll free: 1-800-551-5724
Email: sncc@siksikanation.com

Check out and Like our Facebook page, “Siksika Media” for the latest and breaking news, pictures and videos.
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Siksika People, Places and Faces

Photo SNC&C

Jan. 26 Shareholders meeting with partners Pomeroy Lodgings LP.

Photo SNC&C

Chief & Council have lunch and a tour of Fortress Mountain.

Photo by Wesley Water Chief

An early morning 5:00 a.m. fire on Jan. 7 destroyed the house of the late Alice Big Snake. Siksika Fire Services Chief Tom Little Child said they suspect it
was unintentially set by a candle or some other source. A human remains detection dog, or cadaver dog, was sent into what remained of the structure
but found no evidence of anyone perishing in the fire. The family is still trying to locate Darlas Big Snake who resided in the residence.
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Meaningful Futures Intern Charmayne Black placed with C&C.

Photo submitted

Sophia TurningRobe’s Spokane, Washington Whitworth University
volleyball team went 19-0 in conference play and set a record.
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Building the Nation through Self-Determination
Tribal Manager Update:

Oki Matapiiks,
In keeping with the directive of Leadership, Siksika Tribal Management has engaged a process
of strategic analysis of the Siksika Nation Tribal Administration. This approach has been comprehensive and has been driven by a number of internal and external factors and it is at this time we wish
to update the Siksika Matapiiks to provide clarity on our recent activities.
Through observing the political landscape and witnessing the passing of a number of unilateral
legislations and bills without First Nation consent, the Siksika Tribal Management assembled in a
series of high-level governance talks and have made adjustments throughout the Administration of
Siksika.
That being said, Tribal Management has taken a serious look at the administrative capacity of
Siksika. As we move into the unknown, we are anticipating that the federal government will continue,
at full force, its intent to offload fiduciary responsibilities and we want to ensure we are fully prepared.
Consequently, Siksika Tribal Management has embarked upon the “Building the Nation” approach
by adjusting the Service Areas into four distinct pillars:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Operations
Government and Industry
Finance
Quality Control

The Operations pillar includes services such as Housing, Infrastructure & Public Works, and Public Safety (formerly the Justice Service Area). The
Government and Industry pillar includes services related to Land Management, Consultation, and Economic Development. The Finance pillar includes
services related to Finance (formerly Treasury Service Area), Human Resources, Administration, and Membership. The Quality Control pillar includes
services for Technical Advising/GIS, Operational Health and Safety, and Reporting. Communication for the Nation also stands as its own service with
Siksika Media and internal communications operating under the scope of the Siksika Nation Tribal Administration.
This change has been specifically designed to advance Siksika’s service delivery sectors while steering towards economic self-sufficiency and
self-determination. We foresee implementing further strategic adjustments as time moves forward through the consultation and support from Siksika
Nation Leadership.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact myself directly via email at richards@siksikanation.com or by phone at 403-734-5126.
Submitted by:
Kaa’kah’nooh’ki’toopi – Early Morning Rider
Richard Sparvier, B’Comm.
Siksika Nation, Tribal Manager

Spokane Tribe Role Model Sophia
TurningRobe has Siksika Nation roots
By Wesley Water Chief
Nineteen-year-old Sophia TurningRobe is
a go getter and has roots deep within the
Siksika Nation. Her scholastic and athletic
achievements to date, determination to
succeed in life, and ties to the Siksika Nation make her an excellent role model for
the youth and others to follow.
My name is Sophia TurningRobe and my
parents are Marina and Jason TurningRobe.
My grandmother is Hazel TurningRobe, my
great grandfather is George TurningRobe and
my great grandmother is Isabel Catface.
I am 19 years old and currently attend
Whitworth University where I was selected
as an ActSix Scholar. I am double majoring in
political science and theology with minors in
criminology and women’s & gender studies.
My goal after Whitworth is and always will be
to give back to Indian Country and my tribal
communities. I plan to go into Federal Indian
Policy and hopefully intern or work at the National Congress of American Indians.
Along with studying I am on the women’s
volleyball team at Whitworth. Fall 2021 our
team went 19-0 in conference play, the first
team to accomplish a perfect record in university history. After winning conference, our team
traveled to Wisconsin for the NCAA D3 National Tournament. Unfortunately, we fell to Hope

College in the first round. I ended my freshman
year with a 21-3 record.
My family and I have always lived here in
Spokane, Washington and very closely to our
tribal community. My culture is the center of my
life. I have been playing stickgame and Jingle
Dress Dancing as long as I can remember. My
family and I have always made time to travel
to various powwows throughout the United
States and Canada, representing our people.
I currently hold the title for Miss Spokane
Tribe 2021-2022 and have the privilege to represent my tribal community and Indian Country.
My advice for future students who wish
to obtain a higher education is that your tribal community needs you. Tribal communities
need teachers, lawyers, writers, therapists,
entrepreneurs, doctors, engineers, artists, film
makers, etc., there are jobs within Indian Country that might require a college education, and
that is okay, because there are hundreds of
thousands of dollars available in scholarships,
especially for Native Americans, but students
must put in the work to find and apply for them.
Another note is, college is much more interesting than high school because you start
learning and taking courses you are interested
in. I wake up every day excited and eager to attend class because I am learning about topics
I am passionate about. College is never boring
when you are learning about things you love.

Miss Spokane Tribe 2021-2022

Sophia TurningRobe and family have always lived
in Spokane, Washington but their ancestor’s
blood flows deep in Siksika Nation.
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Siksika Health Services Leads the way
in First Nation COVID-19 Treatment

By Ryan Running Rabbit,
Siksika Health Communications
A relatively new treatment to
fight severe COVID-19 outcomes
is being used on Siksika Nation in
what is believed to be the first doses of monoclonal antibody treatment to be administered on a First
Nation in Canada. So, what is it exactly?
“Sotrovimab is an antiviral/
monoclonal antibody given through
IV infusion for to those experiencing mild to moderate symptoms
from COVID-19 infection, and is
designed to reduce negative health
outcomes and reduce hospitalizations,” Charlene Brough, Nurse
Practitioner and Nursing Advisor for
Siksika Health Services explains.
At this point on Siksika Nation,
two patients have received the
treatment, administered by Siksika
Health’s Community Paramedics
(CPs), who deliver a broad range of
diagnostic and treatment services
for Siksika Nation, often remotely
or within patients’ homes. The team
of CPs are specially trained to provide short-term assessment and
treatment for low-acuity illnesses,
including sotrovimab, under the
medical direction of Physicians and
Nurse Practitioners.
“Through our partnerships with
Alberta Health, AHS, and of course
being supported by the Medical
Officers of Health with Indigenous
Services Canada, we knew this

medication and treatment option
was coming,” says Brough. “Thankfully, our Community Paramedics,
within their scope of practice, can
give IV infusions. We just needed
to obtain the actual medication and
refine protocols specific to Siksika.”
Sotrovimab is a Schedule I antiviral/monoclonal antibody, developed by GlaxoSmithKline Inc., that
received Health Canada emergency use authorization in July 2021
for the treatment of mild to moderate COVID-19. It has been shown
to be most effective when administered before the virus has progressed beyond a mild to moderate
infection, therefore, individuals who
have COVID-like symptoms are being advised to get tested as early
as possible (once signs/symptoms
develop) to allow sufficient time to
determine potential eligibility for
sotrovimab treatment.
In an attempt to reduce the
negative health effects and poor
health outcomes of COVID-19,
Siksika Health Services alongside
provincial (Alberta Health and Alberta Health Services) and federal
(Health Canada and Indigenous
Services Canada) partners have
developed an expedited approach
to offer sotrovimab to Siksika Nation Members – Siksika Health Services Sotrovimab Protocol
In Alberta, sotrovimab is currently available for specific, eligible
people who have a PCR confirmed
COVID-19 infection, including:

Photo by SHS

Siksika Health’s Community Paramedics (CPs) are trained to deliver a broad
range of diagnostic and treatment services to patients within their homes.

those with pre-existing health conditions, for example people with
diabetes who require medication,
chronic kidney disease, congestive
heart failure, or an inflammatory
condition; some unvaccinated individuals; and immunocompromised
people who have had a transplant
or received chemotherapy or other immunosuppressive treatment
since December 2020.
Importantly, sotrovimab does
not replace COVID-19 vaccination.
Siksika Health Services strongly encourages all Siksika Nation

members, and all people, to receive
the vaccine doses they are eligible
for, as soon as possible, In addition to immunization, which is available daily on weekdays at Siksika
Nation’s Immunization Clinic and
via the mobile Immunization Special Forces vehicle, Siksika Health
Services plans to continue using
the monoclonal antibody treatment
when necessary and possible.
For more information on sotrovimab eligibility and use in Alberta,
visit https://www.albertahealthservices.ca/topics/Page17753.aspx.

Tune to the
Nation’s Station
East end Community Center available for rent
By Wesley Water Chief
An ATCO trailer acquired through a MOU with the ATCO Electric Ltd
is now available to be rented for events by Siksika Nation members.
Councilor Kendall Panther Bone said the trailer was acquired years
ago when ATCO Electric filed an application to construct and operate
the Alberta Transmission Line (EATL) project from Edmonton to Medicine Hat.
“Siksika negotiations with ATCO Electric Ltd resulted in entering
into an MOU dated June 29, 2011. Siksika acquired the trailer through
the MOU and Section 4 of the Siksika Nation/ATCO Electric LTD MOU
which states verbatim; ‘ATCO Electric will also consider SN’s request for
a donated trailer to be located on the SN Reserve, to be used by SN for
traditional ceremonies and other community purposes,’” said Panther
Bone.
The Makoyi’kini Cluny Community Center is located just off of the
842 Secondary Highway, and north of Chief Crowfoot School. The rental
agreement includes the usage of banquet tables, chairs, and bathroom.
“At the time of reservation, a $50 deposit and/or the $100 rental fee
in accordance with the current fee schedule is due and payable along
with the completed rental agreement. The community hall must be in re-

ceipt of the balance of the fees before the facility is considered rented,”
states the rental agreement.
Contact Building Supervisor Leon Maguire at 403-901-9416 for rental inquires.

Photo by Wesley Water Chief

The Makoyi’kini Cluny Community Center is available to rent for events.
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Check out and Like our Facebook page, “Siksika Media” for the latest and breaking news, pictures and videos.

